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NUIX DISCOVER®
Remove Doubt From Your
Discovery Process

Nuix Discover delivers end-to-end eDiscovery without compromise. Nuix Discover combines the world’s
leading eDiscovery processing, review, analytics, and predictive coding in one software solution to help you
uncover critical details faster and integrate them into your strategy for litigation and regulatory cases.
Nuix Discover gives you the processing, analytics, review, and automation power you need to master the details
of any legal matter, no matter how large, challenging, or complex.

THE NUIX ADVANTAGE
•

Amazingly fast review. Nuix Discover’s intuitive user
interface and intelligent automation capabilities allow legal
teams to dramatically improve the speed and quality of
document review while delivering profound time and
cost savings.

•

Analytics included. Nuix Discover has a fully integrated
analytics suite included in the base license, so all members
of your legal team can use advanced data visualizations
and everyday analytics to find key facts and patterns
more quickly.

•

Built for your business. Nuix Discover helps you manage all
your litigation projects using multi-tenancy reporting and
tracking; rapid start-up, training, and support; and crossfunctional eDiscovery workflows that make you more
efficient and productive.
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Nuix Discover’s intuitive user interface allows reviewers to complete
each task with fewer clicks.
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GET STARTED SOONER

BETTER PROCESSING = BETTER REVIEW

With processing, analysis, review, and production fully integrated
into Nuix Discover, you can quickly ingest data and start
reviewing in minutes—no load files, no exports, and a full
portfolio of analytics and visualizations.

With Nuix Discover, you don’t have to worry about the other
side having better data or surprising you with evidence you’ve
never seen. You’ll never miss a shred of evidence using our
industry-leading processing, analysis, and review capabilities.

FIND THE FACTS FASTER

FLEXIBLE DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS

Incorporate analytics into your everyday initial and linear review
workflows to figure out what’s going on and define your case
strategy. Industry-best models for clustering, mapping, and
graphing distill the whole case into easily understood ‘a-ha’
moments. Nuix Discover’s machine learning capabilities mean
every time you make a coding decision, your next review
assignment is more relevant.

Run Nuix Discover where and how you want, in your data center
or the cloud, using on-premise or hosted options. Whichever
option you choose, you’ll always get access to the latest features,
innovations, and operational efficiencies.

BREEZE THROUGH REVIEW
Escape the repetitive grind of linear review and make faster
decisions in a single view. Nuix Discover’s patented user interface
uses visual cues and continuous active learning to ensure
reviewers can quickly identify relevance and privilege without
needing to search for information from hidden windows, tabs, or
other inefficient UI mechanics.

CALL THE SHOTS
Manage the eDiscovery process end to end with full control
over your data and workflow, including self-service case set-up
and administration. Even for the smallest matters, you get all
the analytics, review efficiencies, and production capabilities
at your fingertips.

Nuix Discover’s Social Network Analytics panes help streamline the
review of communications.

SCALE SEAMLESSLY FROM A SINGLE PST
TO 100 MILLION DOCUMENTS

To remove doubt from your
discovery process, request a demo
at www.nuix.com/eDiscovery

Nuix Discover is designed for scalability in data volumes and
number of users. No matter how big or small the case, you can
automate the way information is processed, organized, and
presented to reduce operational costs and simplify hand-offs.

Nuix (www.nuix.com) creates innovative software that empowers organizations to simply and quickly find the truth from any data in a
digital world. We are a passionate and talented team, delighting our customers with software that transforms data into actionable
intelligence and helps them overcome the challenges of litigation, investigation, governance, risk, and compliance.
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